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🛶
Non-Tech to Product - Plan & 
Kit

🌵 This is useful if you are currently in a non-tech role. If not, check out this.

� To use this template, first duplicate by clicking on the Duplicate button on 
the top right. Template by Product5x. For more such templates, download 
them here.

🧚 Before you start

What you are getting into?
Product Managers play an intersectional role encompassing multiple disciplines. 
They don’t necessarily build expertise in one single aspect of product building.

Imagine a mini-CEO who is responsible for the success of a product but without 
direct authority over teams that actually build the product.

You will need to learn how to build successful products and add value with your 
vision and research. Doing this will garner you respect. Remember, engineers who 
actually build the product will still command more respect.

Functions of a Product Manager

Function What it means
Your

Experience

https://www.notion.so/6542f10905d44fb0a6f39184de632b51
https://www.product5x.com/?ref=template
https://www.product5x.com/prd-templates/2-minute-prd?ref=template
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Function What it means
Your

Experience

Research
Analysis of Market, User Feedback, Competition,
Technology, and Industry. Brainstorming. Vision setting.

Beginner

Planning Roadmap Creation. A consensus of key stakeholders. Beginner

Product Design Writing a PRD & Accept Criteria. What goes in a PRD Intermediate

Implementation
Execution, Unblocking engineers, designers, and testers.
Tracking.

Expert

Test User Acceptance Testing. Expert

Release
Launch Plan. Monitoring. Measuring Success. Support &
Training.

Beginner

Imagination vs Reality
� Imagination 😅 Reality

PMs are the Boss Successful PMs always influence 
through vision & research. They have 
no direct authority. You may lose the 
respect of engineers and other 
stakeholders if you do try to boss them 
around.

It’s all about Ideas

Build everything the User asks for

Ideas are plenty. The most coveted 
companies have a high success rate of 
Products they launch. This has a lot to 
do with the amount of research & 
execution of well-thought-out ideas.

Users are great at identifying problems. 
They may not be as good at prioritising. 
It’s your job to assess & build what 
matters.

PM means Project Management You may have to do a little bit of project 
management based on your 
organisation. Most of your time should 
go into identifying problems, and 

https://www.notion.so/Research-0b3f1e6d5d7045898abb273daa05fa30
https://www.notion.so/Planning-bdf8d3f1bce140af8a59d5c71a1448b6
https://www.notion.so/Product-Design-7663f8e99791421ca203a5bf5228ad09
https://www.notion.so/Implementation-e1ea504872ec4b7e8117142fb7e1592f
https://www.notion.so/Test-ac382067398c487ab45025bad330c36c
https://www.notion.so/Release-05b2718849d7482faa9f53cde10ce034
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opportunities. Prioritising. Effective 
solutions that may or may not need 
building.

PM means Program Management You are responsible for the launch and 
support of your product. However, 
engineering teams decide on timelines.

Fresh Grads cannot be PMs Many tech companies like Google, 
Microsoft, Facebook, and Yahoo recruit 
PMs right out of College.

PMs set-up Meetings PMs represent their team to internal 
and external stakeholders. They are 
able to reduce the number of meetings 
their teammates would have to attend.

🏂 Align yourself

� Does technical experience matter? 
 
Well, it certainly helps. 
 
Why? 
Imagine you have been working in the fashion industry for 6 years. You 
are about to become the Product Category Manager at a major 
eCommerce platform that sells Apparel. Don’t you think your past 
experience will come in handy? 
 
Similarly, knowing what goes inside a software application help when one 
starts to manage it.
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Absorbing technical concepts While it is not absolutely necessary for 
a PM to know to code. It helps to know 
how applications work at a high level. 
Knowing the stack and concepts to a 
certain extent helps in making quick 
decisions.

Practising Prioritisation 

Sharpening Analytical Skills

During your transition, prioritisation 
becomes an area of importance. This is 
further made easy if you know some 
key technical concepts. You should 
know the fastest way to market. How to 
cut down fat from a feature so that you 
can test quickly and iterate.

As a PM, you are required to influence 
your team through vision and research. 
And data plays a big role in doing so.

Timeline (3 Variants)

Name Date
ETA to PM

Role
Status

Self-learn -
Learning
Fundamentals

< 3 Months Not started

Filling the Skill
Gap

3-10 Months

< 3 Months
Not started

Self Discovery

1-2 Years

3-10 Months

< 3 Months

Completed

Guided -
Learning
Fundamentals

1-2 Years Not started

@January 8, 2023 → February 4, 2023

@February 4, 2023 → February 18, 2023

@January 1, 2023 → January 7, 2023

@January 8, 2023 → January 8, 2025

https://www.notion.so/Self-learn-Learning-Fundamentals-d637e4350aed40e3a78832812edfe7f7
https://www.notion.so/Filling-the-Skill-Gap-312eadcf0fba4463ad981c325dbdc7a6
https://www.notion.so/Self-Discovery-eee232c2d4b441d09cbb8c844eef05fa
https://www.notion.so/Guided-Learning-Fundamentals-076203c2c7aa4a2fa0839d6c9e774dc6
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Name Date
ETA to PM

Role
Status

Job Hunt
3-10 Months

< 3 Months
Not started

Self-learn +
Guided -
Learning
Fundamentals

3-10 Months Not started

Interview Prep < 3 Months Not started

� Self Discovery
Understand what you can bring to the table. This will be important to get right from 
the beginning and give you huge returns in PM Interviews.

🤹 Skills of a Product Manager
Top 10 companies look for a combination of these.

🔍 Aptitude & Critical 
Thinking

🎨 Design Thinking

� Experience in Tech

👑 Leadership

➗ Analytical Skills

� Customer Focus

💡 Entrepreneurial Attitude 

🏭 Industry Expertise

🧩 Strategic Thinking

💬 Communication

⚾ Find your Pitch
Sneak-peak into your first round of PM interviews.

@March 5, 2023 → March 25, 2023

@January 8, 2023 → June 8, 2023

@February 19, 2023 → March 4, 2023

https://www.notion.so/Job-Hunt-18a5ee87c7894d67bcd3e1bb4f77f9f3
https://www.notion.so/Self-learn-Guided-Learning-Fundamentals-c8bfe3973f97476fa9cb96bdfe082e8d
https://www.notion.so/Interview-Prep-fb029fb9935d4c8290f03912123ac2d0
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⭐ Fill in your responses in the yellow spaces in the conversation below.

� Senior Product Manager in 
Product5X

Why do you want to become a PM?

Why do you think you are a good fit?

What type of Products you are 
interested in?

At which stage of a product you’d 
like to work on?

Focus Area?

🥶 You

List down at least 5 reasons and pick 
the top 3.

List down at least 5 reasons and pick 
the top 3.

SaaS

PaaS

Consumer

Consultant Projects

Early Stage

Mature

Growth

Retention
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How did you make an impact on your 
current organisation?

Why do you want to leave your 
current job?

Which Industry interests you?

Where do you see yourself in 5 
years?

Engagement

List 2-3 highlights in your stint.

1-2 positive reasons for letting go…

Examples: Ecommerce, Finance, Social 
etc

Explain Why.

Set a single goal. Be specific & realistic.

🛠 Learn the Fundamentals
Recommendations are not sponsored. Feel free to choose outside of these 
recommendations.

🚄 Self-Learn
Duration: < 3 months
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Options

Become a Product Manager | Learn the Skills & Get the Job

Building a Product Strategy

🚗 Self-Learn + Guided
Duration: 3-6 months

Options

Stanford Flex-Online

Harvard Entrepreneurship & Innovation

Stanford Hands-on

ISB Executive

🛵 Fully Guided
Duration: 1-2 yrs

MBA

Executive MBA

� Learn the basics of building tech products
If you are transitioning from a non-technical role, you will not be asked to code. 
However, a Product Manager is expected to know the basics of what goes into 
software applications. After all the Product you want to manage is an application.

 Coding for Dummies Cheatsheet is a great place to start.

 Build a small Python Project

 Software Product Management (Optional)

💪 SWOT
You are the Product here. It makes perfect sense to analyse your strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats. Use Product 5X Skill Bridge tool to identify 

https://www.udemy.com/course/become-a-product-manager-learn-the-skills-get-a-job/
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/product-management-building-a-product-strategy
https://continuingstudies.stanford.edu/courses/professional-and-personal-development/fundamentals-of-product-management/20222_BUS-62-W
https://online.hbs.edu/courses/design-thinking-innovation/
https://learn.stanford.edu/PM-Inquiry.html
https://online-er.isb.edu/product-management/index.php
https://www.dummies.com/article/technology/programming-web-design/coding/coding-for-dummies-cheat-sheet-207582/
https://www.codecademy.com/learn/learn-python
https://www.coursera.org/specializations/product-management
http://www.product5x.com/supertools/skill-bridge
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measures to mitigate weaknesses and grab opportunities.

Fill the gap

Name Tags Mitigate

Aptitude & Critical Thinking Opportunity Choose from Product5X Skill Bridge tool.

Design Thinking Strength

Coding Weakness

Analytical Skills Opportunity Choose from Product5X Skill Bridge tool.

Customer Focus Strength

Entrepreneurial Attitude Strength

Industry Expertise Strength

Strategic Thinking Opportunity Choose from Product5X Skill Bridge tool.

Communication Strength

Marketing Opportunity Choose from Product5X Skill Bridge tool.

Leadership Strength

Prioritisation Opportunity Choose from Product5X Skill Bridge tool.

📬 Finding a PM role
Click below to start your hunt to get experience.

📬 Job Preparation Checklist for Beginners

🌵 Below are some extras to elevate yourself

�Standing Out

https://www.notion.so/Aptitude-Critical-Thinking-5fc391571a724185b6a8d3090ce07fd4
http://www.product5x.com/supertools/skill-bridge
https://www.notion.so/Design-Thinking-581e8d831d2a4ac2b847ea603dfe20a9
https://www.notion.so/Coding-23f7c7a4c8ed41d8b204ae6faba3192b
https://www.notion.so/Analytical-Skills-06e12381b07d49c282ba21403d248ca8
http://www.product5x.com/supertools/skill-bridge
https://www.notion.so/Customer-Focus-8617be4032484bb18edf2fa52750883e
https://www.notion.so/Entrepreneurial-Attitude-a3829a410cc04cbc96e8641d8d57b268
https://www.notion.so/Industry-Expertise-11c77cea87274246bca8c743411d0947
https://www.notion.so/Strategic-Thinking-7cdf22cd7f1b43e8a0942be8c5acfa51
http://www.product5x.com/supertools/skill-bridge
https://www.notion.so/Communication-3e50ad099ca24012bb4b587554575401
https://www.notion.so/Marketing-d2f6501650634c269c6edea16c96e64f
http://www.product5x.com/supertools/skill-bridge
https://www.notion.so/Leadership-ceb062f032ab48ea9c9c4f2e2c5ed8ec
https://www.notion.so/Prioritisation-8e5cdadfa94c41abbd32536a2ecc6bbb
http://www.product5x.com/supertools/skill-bridge
https://www.notion.so/Job-Preparation-Checklist-for-Beginners-523e32afc9594db6bd91a4b483885f6c
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A company receives tons of applications internally and externally every hiring 
season. Here are a few ways you can stand out.

 Do thorough research about the Company & Products. See how.

 Do a Case-Study on their Product. See how.

 Start a Blog

 Start a Vlog

 Build a Website [Examples]

 Build a Tool [Examples]

 Volunteer for assisting PMs in your Company

 Compete in Product Breakdown contests

 Revamp your Resume [Winning Templates Here]

 Add a Cover Letter [Winning Templates Here]

📙 Reading List
These books are curated for the holistic development of your Product Thinking Skills. 
None of these is sponsored.

 Zero to One by Peter Thiel & Blake Masters

 Hooked by Nir Eyal

 Cracking the PM Interview by Gayle Laakmann McDowell & Jackie Bavaro

 Psychology of Money by Morgan Housel

 Secrets of Power Negotiating by Roger Dawson

 Deep Work by Cal Newport

 The Quick & Easy Way to Effective Speaking by Dale Carnegie

 Rule 1 of Investing by Mike Turner

 Inspired: How to Create Tech Products Customers Love by Marty Cagan

 The Lean Startup by Eric Ries

https://www.notion.so/07c044b7458242fd9c2be15a7c1c434d
https://www.notion.so/eeb81bfb9e0e424fa3d11abccd71b50c
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 Build by Tony Fadell

 7 Rules of Power by Jeffrey Pfeffer

 How Women Rise by Sally Helgesen & Marshall Goldsmith

 Measure What Matters by John Doerr

Template by Product5x. For more such templates,  download them here.

Subscribe here for more free resources and templates.

🥊 Competitor Analysis

🤿 Case Study

https://www.product5x.com/?ref=template
https://www.product5x.com/prd-templates/2-minute-prd?ref=template
https://www.product5x.com/contact/subscribe?ref=template
https://www.notion.so/Competitor-Analysis-07c044b7458242fd9c2be15a7c1c434d
https://www.notion.so/Case-Study-eeb81bfb9e0e424fa3d11abccd71b50c

